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When we raise our planning to [a] conscious level, we are able to make 
clear, informed decisions about exactly where we want to take our learners. 

Our aim must be calculated and precise.
—Terry Thompson, The Construction Zone

B
oth the most challenging and the most beneficial aspect of teaching conventions through 
invitations is the work we do before teaching the lessons. To teach the patterns of power 
in a way that sticks, planning is essential: we think deeply about what students actually 

need to know and be able to do before designing our lesson.
 Teachers have told us that discussing and clarifying the learning target or standard before-
hand has a direct effect on how successfully they nudge students to use the convention in their 
writing over time. Planning gives us insight into how intertwined author’s purpose and craft are 

with conventions. In each lesson in Part 2, we briefly share the results 
of our planning process. Though this work has been prepared for you, 
knowing how and why the lessons are organized and progress as they 
do will inform the depth and flexibility with which you move through 
the invitational process.
 With this in mind, we begin by giving you a closer look at our 
planning process summarized in Figure 1.1.

The Patterns-of-Power Planning Process

Select a Standard and Uncover What It Asks Students to Do
Selecting a convention or language standard is an obvious place to begin, but how do you decide 
which one to start with? Or more importantly, how do you deconstruct it into a teachable chunk?
 You could review your students’ writing and see what they need right now, or reflect on 
common struggles you have observed at your grade level over the years. You could also refer to 

Into Planning:
What Do You Need 

to Do Before Teaching 
the Invitations?

1

Planning gives us insight into 
how intertwined author’s 
purpose and craft are with 
conventions.
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Patterns of POWER

local, state, or national standards documents, which guide what is to be taught 
and when.
 Though you’d think a standard would be fairly straightforward and class-
room-ready, one standard may encompass multiple teaching goals. To illus-
trate, consider first-grade standards on nouns through the lens of a first-grade 
teacher. Multiple standard sources address this convention in various related 
but different ways:

• Capitalize names.
• Use common, proper, and possessive nouns.
• Understand and use nouns (singular, plural, common, and proper) in the 

context of reading and writing and speaking.

 As you can see, one standard can be stacked with multiple concepts. Even 
though you’ve selected a standard, you still may not be have decoded what the 
standard actually asks an elementary student to know and do. If we don’t have 
a clearly defined learning target, how on earth will we know when our writers 
hit it? What a standard really asks may not be clear on a first or second reading. 
To highlight particular patterns of power for instruction, we delve into each 
standard and sort out its smallest developmentally appropriate chunk. With 
this in mind, we begin by pondering the following questions, knowing we’ll 
build on a convention’s concept over time:

• What’s a digestible chunk for our grade level?
• What do our writers need to know first?
• What will our students need to know about the convention to gain 

meaning from it as both readers and writers?

Let’s walk through these questions with our example of teaching first graders 
nouns, looking closely at the standards’ intent and purpose.

Figure 1.1
Planning Process
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Chapter 1: Into Planning

What’s a digestible chunk for our grade level?
When we look at the noun standards for first grade, we see, as noted earlier, 
that other skills are embedded. Too many related but different skills would not 
be digestible for first graders. We start small. All of them mention proper nouns 
or names. But we also note that none of the standards say, “Teach nouns.” The 
standards refer to particular uses of nouns. For now we will leave possessive, 
singular, and plural for later.
 We settle on beginning with the difference between common and proper 
nouns, because this skill is foundational for the basics of detail and helping 
students understand specific ideas, people, places, and things versus general 
ones. Later, we can build on this learning by including possessive nouns, singu-
lar nouns, plural nouns, and more.

What do our writers need to know first?
For our focus on common and proper nouns with first graders, we decide 
on beginning with the feature that distinguishes common from proper nouns 
(names of people, places, and things): the fact that we capitalize proper nouns. 
Beginning with capitalization of proper nouns helps readers see what function 
they serve (specifics and names) as opposed to common nouns. It’s a manage-
able instructional target.

What will our students need to know about the convention to 
gain meaning from it as readers and writers?
When we uncovered the identifiable distinguishing feature of the capitalization 
of proper nouns, we began down the path to usage. Writers capitalize names—
or proper nouns. Proper nouns, in fact, are names. We now ask ourselves if the 
standard is pointing writers toward memorization of terms and definitions or 
steering us toward the convention’s use and function.
 Making a plan also requires us to discern how students will later apply 
our chosen standard to their reading and writing. If we lose focus on the 
convention’s connection to author’s craft and purpose, we may drown children 
in meaningless abstract terminology and definitions that hold no meaning or 
purpose for the learner. With this in mind, we’ll make sure our instruction 
encourages writers to consider how they can use common and proper nouns 
with an eye toward craft and meaning. In other words, we want our lesson to 
leave kids thinking less about what common and proper nouns are called and 
more about the job they actually do.
 Generally, standards ask students to apply skills in their own writing, not 
label or diagram sentences or complete a fill-in-the-blank or multiple-choice 
worksheet. Deep down, we already know that memorizing terms and defini-
tions isn’t a higher-order thinking task.
 Instead we tap into young writers’ natural curiosity about what conventions 
do—especially when translating standards for young writers’ eyes and ears.
 They want to know.
 Unpacking a standard takes conversation and an understanding of the 
purpose and craft of a convention, which define its usage. This inquiry into the 
learning target’s intent and our first steps takes thought and collaboration and 
continues in the next planning step.
 Linking the conventions of language to the art and craft of what authors 
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Patterns of POWER

do isn’t always easy, but it is essential for real grammar instruction to occur 
over time. We continually connect the convention to craft and clarification of 
meaning. In the next section, we’ll explore moving conventions from correct-
ness to a skill of communication, connecting these important patterns more 
deeply to author’s craft and purpose—the how and the why.

Connect Convention to Author’s Purpose and Craft
Author’s purpose informs why writers do what they do, and writer’s craft is 
how they do it. Writers craft their compositions in certain ways for clarity. 
They don’t use ellipsis points because they think they’re pretty polka dots all in 
a line. They have a meaning-based reason for a convention’s use. And writers 
need to know what effect conventions will have on a reader—a question mark 
and question words (who, what, when, where, why, and how) affect the pitch 
of how a reader reads their sentence. The voice goes up at the end, doesn’t it?
 Authors are powerful. They can make us do most anything they want. They 
can choose any pattern of power: periods, question marks, exclamation marks, 
conjunctions, commas, compound sentences, complex sentences. All these 
moves affect how writing is read and how the reader makes and infers meaning. 
Conventions direct our reader on a path: these ideas go together, these don’t.
 In the end, the whole purpose of grammar and conventions instruction is 
to elevate writing. When determining what a standard is asking, we think about 
how writers use it as a craft move. Aren’t noun standards asking first graders 
to know that the world is made up of people, places, things, and ideas that they 
already use in their writing? Try writing without nouns. It’s impossible. Nouns 
are the stuff that writing is made of. Nouns ground your reader in the material 
of the world, including ideas. And young writers come to understand this by 
writing and reading.
 To narrow the common and proper noun standard to a bite-sized chunk for 
first graders, consider the craft difference and purpose between common and 
proper nouns when writing (Figure 1.2).
 Even if the reader doesn’t know the particular park, person, car, class, or 
museum, they know the writer does. They know this writer pays attention. 
Writers know and show the particular. Since first graders often write about 
siblings, pets, toys, and friends, this is a good place to begin. It makes their 
writing more visible to the reader when they use names.

Figure 1.2
The craft of proper nouns
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